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About This Game

From the creator of the Gundemonium Collection comes a thrilling new 2D action-platformer!
Help Bunny escape the Devils’ Labyrinth and defeat the 7 Devils in this hilariously over-the-top action-platformer game. Battle
through a large, connected map filled with unique enemies, traps, and puzzles. Use magical items like the Sylph Shooter and the
Hyper Heels to power up and defeat the 7 Devils. Manipulate the fabric of time to solve puzzles and survive. Will Bunny be rid

of those new ears she so despises? Only with your assistance can she brave this dangerous maze...

Key features:

Beautiful hand-drawn 2D graphics

Over-the-top comical style with a charming storyline

Play through 7 dangerous areas and battle 7 powerful Devils

2 versions: Choose between the original graphics or new remixed sprites

Acquire magical items, new abilities and manipulate time to solve puzzles

A new arranged soundtrack by Woofle (Gundemonium Collection), alongside the original

Full arranged soundtrack in high-quality MP3 format for listening outside of the game

Japanese language support now available!
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Title: Bunny Must Die! Chelsea and the 7 Devils
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Platine Dispositif
Publisher:
Rockin' Android, Rockin Android
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® 1 GHz Processor or comparable

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX® 9-level Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible Sound Card

English,French,German,Japanese
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Immersive, gripping and fuc*ing terrifying.
. Total buggy mess. What should I expect when Ubisoft is on the job?

Never again.. 1-sim dating
2-exploring
3-challangers coming at you from all side just becuse your a leagandary hero whom stuck at level 1 with a curse
4-random dongons with random loots and bounty monster scattered around
5-girls summoning stones collactables[got to catch them all]
6-town leveling
7-loooooooong game the story keep on expanding tricking you into thinking that its over
and more

the only gribe i have is the saving system
i have to go back to the tarevan to save. This game really does have a lot of potential - the gameplay is pretty fun and the "story"
makes you want to save your pup (but trust me, it still isn't much of a story). However, there's a catch, one that I didn't know of
when I bought the game - beating it only takes about 15-25 minutes. I know, I know. That's pretty short. If you want to take the
time to get all of the achievments it'd last a lot longer, 15-25 minutes is supposed to be the minimal length of a mission in
games, not the length of the entire game.. As someone who grew up hanging around arcades, it's definitely a treat to be able to
revisit the classics in VR. There's nothing quite like hanging out at the arcade, soaking in the atmosphere and just relax.

Not having to spend actual quarters, silly enough, is a huge plus.
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If you turn on collision mode you will lose your friends. I am contemplating murder on a few of mine ATM.

♥♥♥♥ you Matt. Xmas Shooting - Scramble!! is a cute anime bullet hell game from the OJ franchise.
Unlike QP Shooting, this game only has 3 stages, but for the price,
You still get a lot of challange and fun. (and a character unlock for 100% OJ <3)

Even if you are not a fan of cute anime moe stuff, this game is still great
for fans of quick-reflex and other bullet hell type games.

This game delivers excactly what you should expect from OJ, and I love it :). Wayward Manor is a puzzle game, where you play
as a ghost of sorts and try to chase the inhabitants out of their gothic manor.
It is also very much a mobile style game: you need to get six "scares" per level, and you get more options to interact with the
room as you scare the person or persons more times.
Each level also has three optional objectives to get.

There is therefore replay value if you want a perfect run. The characters each have a distinct personality which makes them
unique, and what ties the individual levels together is a short story written for this game by none other than Neil Gaiman.

As for the graphical style: it is based on drawings from the Victorian age, such as used in the original publications of Alice in
Wonderland. This means superdeformed yet "cute".

The game is easy to get through, but can be really challenging if you want to perfect it.

It's not a perfect game, I encountered a few minor glitches, but none of those really detract from playing. But my overall
experience is a very positive one.. It's not a bad "solve this" game. Just a little symplistic and slow pased. Not a bad game for
kids though.

The english cosy setting has a nice apeal.. No no no... just no. This is a $5 DLC that contains almost NOTHING. The "new"
faction is a retread of the humans, and the other two "new threats" ARE NOT PLAYABLE FACTIONS! What a waste of time!
Campaigns interest me not at all, I want new ship parts (got some of those), new factions (not really), new ship styles (one), and
new gameplay (none). Basically, $5 isn't much, but you could totally pass this up unless you are an avid player. And, with a few
more DLCs like this, there will be fewer of those around, thinks I.... Not bad for a CHEAP game.
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